Abstract-Given a large spatio-temporal database of events, where each event consists of the fields event ID, time, location, and event type, mining spatio-temporal sequential patterns identifies significant event-type sequences. Such spatio-temporal sequential patterns are crucial to the investigation of spatial and temporal evolutions of phenomena in many application domains. Recent research literature has explored the sequential patterns on transaction data and trajectory analysis on moving objects. However, these methods cannot be directly applied to mining sequential patterns from a large number of spatio-temporal events. Two major research challenges still remain: 1) the definition of significance measures for spatio-temporal sequential patterns to avoid spurious ones and 2) the algorithmic design under the significance measures, which may not guarantee the downward closure property. In this paper, we propose a sequence index as the significance measure for spatio-temporal sequential patterns, which is meaningful due to its interpretability using spatial statistics. We propose a novel algorithm called Slicing-STS-Miner to tackle the algorithmic design challenge using the spatial sequence index, which does not preserve the downward closure property. We compare the proposed algorithm with a simple algorithm called STS-Miner that utilizes the weak monotone property of the sequence index. Performance evaluations using both synthetic and real-world data sets show that the Slicing-STS-Miner is an order of magnitude faster than STSMiner for large data sets.
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INTRODUCTION
S PACE and time are pervasive in our lives, and technology is changing the way that they are tracked. With the advances of technologies such as GPS, remote sensing, RFID, indoor locating devices, and geosensor networks, we can track spatio-temporal phenomena with increasingly finer spatial resolutions for longer periods of time. Scholars have been developing models to capture relationships among events in space and time for a long time [1] . Now, we cannot only observe relationships among specific events but also generalize spatio-temporal patterns from global or regional observations by using all events.
An event is described as a spatial and temporal happening. It happens at a given place and time and belongs to a specific event type. An event type categorizes or groups events that have the same characteristics together. Example event types include car accident, traffic jam, chromium-6-polluted water source, the West Nile disease, and deforestation. Events are the actual happenings of these types. For example, a car accident last Friday at the intersection of highways 75 and I35W is an event, whereas a car accident is an event type. Many events interact with each other and tend to exhibit spatial and temporal patterns, which may be summarized in the event-type level. It is critical to characterize such interactions involving space and time together among event types and identify them from large spatiotemporal data sets efficiently in various application domains. These domains include earth science, epidemiology, ecology, and climatology [1] , [2] , [3] .
In this paper, we investigate the problem of finding spatio-temporal sequential patterns from a data set consisting of a large number of spatio-temporal events [4] . A spatio-temporal sequential pattern is a sequence of event types, with one leading to another. A sequential pattern of spatial and temporal event types in the form of f 1 ! f 2 ! . . . ! f k represents a "chain reaction" from event type f 1 to event type f 2 and then to event type f 3 until it reaches event type f k . This "chain reaction" happens in a specific spatial and temporal manner. For example, in epidemiology, some disease transmission may follow paths connecting different type of species. For example, the West Nile transmits from one species to another. Birds with the West Nile virus transmit the disease to nearby mosquitoes when they feed on infected birds and, then, the virus may be injected by mosquitoes into human beings in a nearby region, where it can multiply and possibly cause illness [5] . When many occurrences of such disease transmission from bird to mosquitoes and then to human beings are observed, one may conclude the West Nile sequential transmission path as "Bird ! Mosquito ! Human Being." We distinguish an event type from their events. For example, the "Bird" in the sequential pattern represents an event-type bird and not an occurrence/event of a particular bird affected by the West Nile disease.
Problem Statement
Formally, the problem of mining spatio-temporal sequential patterns from spatio-temporal events is defined as follows: Let F ¼ ff 1 ; f 2 ; . . . ; f K g be a set of event types and D be a database of spatio-temporal events. Each event in D consists of the fields event ID, time, location, and event type, where event type 2 F. We denote the set of events that are associated with an event type f 2 F as f:E. The problem of mining spatio-temporal sequential patterns from D is finding all the significant event-type sequences in the form of f 1 ! f 2 . . . ! f k . In the West Nile example, the eventtype set F ¼ f. . . ; Bird W est Nile; Mosqutoes W est Nile; Human Beings W est Nile; . . .g, where ". . . " represents other event types in the spatio-temporal databases, for example, other species affected by the West Nile. The event set Bird W est Nile:E of event type Bird W est Nile includes all of the occurrences of the bird West Nile infection with their location and time information.
The first challenge in mining spatio-temporal sequential patterns is identifying a statistical significance measure to distinguish meaningful patterns from spurious ones. In Fig. 1 , two types of events A and B are represented by symbols and Â, respectively. The x-axis represents the one-dimensional space, and the y-axis represents the time. A visual inspection may reveal that events of B tend to occur around and after events of A in Fig. 1a , and events of B are independently distributed from events of A in Fig. 1b : B is denser in A's spatiotemporal neighborhood in Fig. 1a , and B is about equally distributed in A's neighborhood and elsewhere. Quantifying such observation means defining meaningful spatiotemporal statistical significance measures for sequential patterns such as A ! B and longer sequential patterns such as A ! B ! C.
The second challenge is designing efficient algorithms to identify significant spatio-temporal sequential patterns from a massive number of spatio-temporal events. A spatio-temporal event type may appear multiple times in a sequential pattern. For example, A ! B ! A is a valid sequence. An example of such a pattern may be that poverty leads to deforestation, which is due to the lack of resources in some regions of the world, which leads to increased poverty in return. For K event types and N events, the length of a potential sequential pattern is not bounded by K due to the repetitions of event types in the sequential pattern, for example, A ! A ! . . . ! A. However, no sequential pattern is longer than N, since we only have N events. A naive approach to scan the database once for each pattern and check its significance is computationally prohibitive. A downward closure property is frequently used in data mining algorithms [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] to reduce searching space. However, many meaningful significance measures in spatial and temporal application domains do not have the downward closure property in nature.
Related Work
The closely related work on spatio-temporal sequential pattern mining can be organized into two categories. The first is the sequential pattern mining [10] in the market basket data analysis and its generalization to pattern mining [7] , [8] in time series data analysis. The second is the mining of trajectory patterns from historical spatio-temporal data.
Since introduced by Agrawal and Srikant [10] , mining sequential patterns from market basket data has attracted much attention. It addressed the following problem: Given customers' purchasing records, find common purchased subsequences shared by a significant number of customers, for example, ðPC; Internet serviceÞ ! DVD ! MP3 player. Many efficient algorithms [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] have been proposed to identify sequential patterns from market basket data. The sequential pattern mining from market basket data has been thus extended to explore sequential relationships from other sequence data, for example, medical treatments, Web log click streams, DNA sequences, and gene structures. In these applications, the notion of transaction or its substitute, which represents a collection of item sets, is essential. However, the "transactionization" of a spatiotemporal space to adopt the existing sequential pattern mining methods on market basket data may be unnatural due to the continuity of space and time [11] . The main issue with transactionization in spatial and temporal domains is that the spatial, temporal, or spatio-temporal relationships across partition/transaction boundaries may be lost in a disjoint partitioning, and relationships may be overcounted for an overlapping partitioning. Other sequential patterns in sequence data such as periodicity have also been explored in the context of transactions and time series databases [12] , [13] . The repetitive events were identified in the data; however, the periodic pattern mining focused on the temporal aspects of the events with a fixed or moving window semantics and did not capture the sequential patterns involving space and time together.
Mamoulis et al. discussed mining, indexing, and querying of historical spatiotemporal data in [14] , [15] , and [16] . The trajectory of a moving object is typically a collection of consecutive spatial signatures at different time stamps. Retrieving similar trajectories might reveal underlying traveling patterns of moving objects in the data. Example applications include animal mobility investigation, storm tracing, and mobile phone tracing. In their context, trajectories of objects are given for investigations. Models and algorithms for mining frequent periodic subtrajectories were proposed. Each subtrajectory consists of a sequence of frequently visited places on trajectories. This work is related but different from ours. Trajectory is a collection of stops of the same moving object at different spatial locations. Trajectory analysis can be applied only if the trajectories have been provided a priori. In our context of spatiotemporal sequential pattern mining, the spatio-temporal data is a collection of different events, with each event belonging to one particular event type, as shown in Fig. 1 . Thus, the notion of trajectory does not exist for spatiotemporal sequential patterns in this context. To the best of our knowledge, although there is a relatively large literature on spatial, temporal, and spatio-temporal data mining, little related work exists on mining sequential patterns from large spatio-temporal event data sets without trajectories given as a prior. 
Our Contributions
In this paper, we focus on addressing the two aforementioned challenges of mining sequential patterns from large spatio-temporal data sets. The paper brings together the following contributions:
. We propose a framework for mining sequential patterns from spatio-temporal event data sets. The central piece of the framework is to use a sequence index as the significance measure for spatio-temporal sequential patterns. We define a density ratio for size two sequences and then extend it to sequence index for longer sequences. In addition, we establish the statistical interpretation for the proposed sequence index. . We propose a novel algorithm called Slicing-STSMiner for sequential pattern mining on spatiotemporal event data sets. The proposed algorithm tackles the algorithmic challenges by using the sequence index, which does not guarantee the downward closure property. Slicing-STS-Miner uses temporal slicing to partition the data set into overlapping slices according to time when the number of events is too large to be processed in memory. It processes each slice separately and utilizes the unidirectional property of time to recover the patterns across slice boundaries with low cost. Slicing-STS-Miner is complete and correct; that is, there are no false droppings or false admissions of sequential patterns. . We analyze the algebraic costs of the algorithms and also experimentally evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm against a simple algorithm called STS-Miner, which utilizes the weak monotone property of the sequence index on both synthetic and real-world data sets. The experimental results show that the Slicing-STS-Miner is scalable and is an order of magnitude faster than STS-Miner for large data sets. This paper subsumes the conference version of the paper by providing detailed algebraic cost models for the algorithms and more extended experimental results. Many examples for illustrating the key definitions and algorithms are provided as well. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the sequence index as the significance measure for spatio-temporal sequential patterns. The Slicing-STS-Miner and the STS-Miner algorithms for spatio-temporal sequential pattern mining are proposed in Section 3. Experimental evaluations using synthetic and real-world data sets are presented in Section 4. We summarize our work and discuss future directions in Section 5.
SIGNIFICANCE MEASURE
In order to identify sequential patterns, the first issue that we need to address is how we can define the significance of a given spatio-temporal sequence of event types. For simplicity of illustration, we assume that the dimensionalities of both space and time are one in this paper. The definitions and algorithms can be easily generalized into higher dimensions for space and time as well in the targeted spatiotemporal application domains. In this paper, we use a spatio-temporal predicate called follow and its corresponding neighborhood definition to explain the framework and algorithms. However, our framework is general and can accommodate any other spatio-temporal predicate, as long as the predicate can be described by a well-defined neighborhood notion.
Informally, the follow spatio-temporal predicate describes that an event e 1 happens in the nearby region of another event e 2 shortly after e 2 happened. As shown in the example, the follow predicate requires a neighborhood definition to be precise. Fig. 2 , three spatio-temporal event types are represented using the symbols square ðAÞ, circle ðBÞ, and triangle ðCÞ, respectively. Their events are embedded in a spatiotemporal space. The x-axis denotes the linear space, and the y-axis denotes the linear time. The event set for each event type is listed in a table (Fig. 2a) . Among many others, event e 11 follows event e 3 ; that is, e 3 ! e 11 for the given distance R and time interval T , as shown in the figure. Note that spatial distance R can be applied to both left and right directions in space, whereas the temporal interval T can be only applied to an upward direction due to the unidirectional property of time (and this property will be utilized when we design efficient algorithms using temporal slicing in Section 3).
Definition 1 (Follow
One way of defining the significance measure of a pattern f 1 ! f 2 is to calculate the number of events of type f 2 that follow events of type f 1 . However, this approach ignores the distribution of events of f 2 in the overall space. For example, in Fig. 1b , when event type B has many events, this naive significance measure will mistakenly conclude that since there are many events of B following events of A, then A ! B. The main problem of simple counting-based measures is that they do not compare with independent distribution and provide little guidance on how a proper threshold for the counts can be determined to define significance. As a result, spurious sequences may be detected as significant sequential patterns, especially when the number of events of involved event types is large. Instead of using a simple counting mechanism, we propose a sequence index as a significance measure for spatio-temporal sequential patterns, which may be more meaningful due to its interpretability by using spatial statistics [17] . We will first introduce a density ratio as the significance measure for two event sets. We will then introduce the sequence index to measure sequential patterns with an arbitrary number of event types.
Density Ratio
We define the concept of density as a precursor to the definition of density ratio. The density of an event set in a selected spatio-temporal space V is the average number of events in a unit of V , that is, the total number of events of the event set divided by the volume jV j of the selected spatio-temporal space V . The selected spatio-temporal space may be the whole embedding space or some arbitrary neighborhood, for example, the neighborhood of an event. In Fig. 2 , the density of the event set of the event type B in the whole spatio-temporal embedding space V is Definition 2 (Density). For a given spatio-temporal space V , the density of an event set E in V is the average number of events from event set E located in each unit of V , that is,
, where jV j represents the volume of the space V , and jfeje 2 E^e inside V gj denotes the cardinality of the set of events that are in both E and V .
Using the density concept, the density of an event type f in space V may be represented by densityðf:E; V Þ, where f:E is the event set of f.
Given two event sets E and E 0 , if the average density of E 0 in the neighborhoods of events in E is higher than the density of E 0 in the overall embedding space, then it is likely that events in E 0 tend to follow events in E. In Fig. 2 , the density densityðB:E; V Þ of events of type B in the overall embedding space V is 0.16, as calculated before. The densities of events of type B that follow the events of A are
The average density of events of type B that follow events of A is 0þ0:4þ0:5þ0:3 4
¼ 0:3. This means that in each unit of the spatio-temporal neighborhoods of events of A, we expect to see 0.3 events of B. Compared with the overall density of events of B in the whole embedding space, the density ratio of these two densities is 0:3 0:16 and is greater than 1. This means that it is likely that A ! B. To visually represent the notion of density, the densities for events of type B in the whole space V and in the neighborhoods of each event of type A, that is, V 1 ; . . . ; V 4 , are computed and represented with different shades of gray in Fig. 2 . Formally, the density ratio concept is defined as follows: Definition 3 (Density Ratio for Two Event Sets). For two event sets E and E 0 and a given followð!Þ predicate defined by a neighborhood function NðeÞ for any event e 2 E, the density ratio of E and E 0 under the given follow predicate ! is defined as
where V is the spatio-temporal embedding space.
Note that the follow ð!Þ relationship is an overloaded predicate in this paper. An event e 0 may follow another event e as defined in Definition 1, and an event set E 0 may follow another event set E with some density ratio as defined in Definition 3. Furthermore, an event e may follow a sequence of events, which will be defined shortly. Similar to objectoriented programming, the meaning of the overloaded follow predicate is decided by the types of the variables associated with the predicate.
The numerator represents the average density of the event set E 0 that follow some event in event set E. The denominator of the ratio is the base density of event set E in the embedding space. Using the notation of density ratio for two event sets, the density ratio between the event sets of two event types f and f 0 is densityRatioðf:E ! f 0 :EÞ ¼ average e2f:E ðdensityðf 0 :E; NðeÞÞÞ
If the density of events of f 0 following events of f is higher than f 0 's overall density, the density ratio will be greater than 1, and event type f 0 follows event type f to some degree, indicated by how far the ratio is from 1. On the contrary, if the density of events of type f 0 following events of f is lower than f 0 's overall density, then the density ratio will be less than 1, and event type f repels event type f 0 to some degree, as expressed by the ratio. Otherwise, the density ratio is close to 1, and event types f and f 0 are independently distributed. Typically, for an unknown statistical distribution, Monte Carlo simulations are used to create a confidence envelope to distinguish independence from patterns. The confidence envelope gives guidance on how far the sequence index should be from 1 for a candidate to be considered as a pattern. Designing the Monte Carlo simulation for sequential patterns is an interesting future work and is a research topic in its own right but is beyond the scope of this paper.
Sequence Index
A spatio-temporal sequence of k event types is called a ðkÞ-sequence. We refer to the subsequence consisting of the ith to the jth event types of a ðkÞ-sequence S ! as S ! ½i : j, with i 2 ½1; k À 1, j 2 ½i þ 1; k, and the ith event type in the sequence S ! as S ! ½i. Generalizing the density ratio concept to longer sequences ðk > 2Þ is nontrivial. For a sequence S ! to be significant, there are two requirements that a significance measure needs to meet:
1. The events of any event type S ! ½i in S ! need to follow an "event sequence" of the sequence S ! ½1 : i À 1. 2. The density ratio between any two consecutive event types needs to be significant. To meet the first requirement, we define the concept of event sequence and a tail event set of a ðkÞ-sequence. A tail event set serves as a link to capture the follow relationship from a sequence to an event.
Definition 4 (Event Sequence
). An event sequence E ! of k-sequence S ! is a sequence of events such that 1) E ! ½i is of event type S ! ½i for i 2 ½1; k and 2) E ! ½i ! E ! ½i þ 1 for i 2 ½1; k À 1, where E ! ½i represents the ith event of E ! .
Definition 5 (An Event Follows an Event Sequence).
For an event sequence E ! of size k, another event e is said to follow the
Definition 6 (Tail Event Set of a Sequence). For a ðkÞ-sequence S ! , the set of events of type S ! ½k that participate in one of the event sequences of S ! is called the tail event set of S ! and is denoted as tailEventSetð S ! Þ.
Lemma 1.
An event e is a tail event of a ðkÞ-sequence S ! if and
only if e is of event type S ! ½k and e follows a tail event of S ! ½k À 1.
Proof. Let e be a tail event of S ! . According to the definition of tail event, e is of event type S ! ½k, and there is an event sequence E ! of S ! that e participates. Then, E ! ½k À 1 is a tail event of S ! ½k À 1 that e follows. Now, let e 2 be of event type S ! ½k and follows a tail event e 3 of S ! ½k À 1. Let E ! 2 be the event sequence of S ! ½k À 1 that e 3 participates in. Then, the event sequence by appending e 2 to E ! 2 is an event sequence of S ! . Thus, e 2 is a tail event of S ! . t u Lemma 1 allows efficient algorithms that store tail event sets, instead of event sequences, to be developed.
Example 1.
To illustrate the concepts, we created a sequence tree in Fig. 3 , which represents a subset of the sequential patterns generated from the data set in Fig. 2 . Each node in the tree represents a sequential pattern starting from the root. Each node may be expanded to a longer sequential pattern by branching to a new node labeled with event type A, B, or C. We have selectively expanded some of the nodes due to the lack of space. The events in each node are the tail events of the current pattern. The dotted lines between two events represent the follow relationship between the two linked events. Considering A ! C as a sequential pattern, the tail event set of A ! C will be all of the events of C that follow some event of A; therefore, tailEventSetðA ! CÞ ¼ fe 11 ; e 15 ; e 24 ; e 26 g: Now, we append one more event type A to this pattern and consider A ! C ! A as a sequential pattern. The tail event set of this pattern will be the events of A that follow the tail event set of A ! C. Among the four events of A, e 3 and e 4 follow some event in fe 11 ; e 15 ; e 24 ; e 26 g. Thus, the tail event set of A ! C ! A is fe 3 ; e 4 g.
To meet the second requirement of the significance measure for a sequence S ! , we define a sequence index as the minimal of the density ratios between the tail event set of an ði À 1Þ-subsequence S ! ½1 : i À 1 and the event set of event type S ! ½i, that is,
The basic rationale of choosing the minimal of the density ratios as the sequence index for a sequential pattern such as A ! B ! C is to ensure that the sequence is linked by a follow relationship with minimal "strength," as measured by the minimal of the density ratios. This prevents a sequence with very high density ratio for A ! B but very low density ratio for ðA ! BÞ ! C to be selected as significant, as measured by the average of the density ratios. Furthermore, by choosing the minimal to be above , we implicitly require that the average is also above . Instead of using all the events in S ! ½i À 1:E, we use the tail event set of S ! ½1 : i À 1 to compute the density ratio with S ! ½i:E, because we want to measure the impact of the ðk À 1Þ-sequence on the event type S ! ½i instead of the impact of event type S ! ½i À 1. Now, we use density ratio to define sequence index.
Definition 7 (Sequence Index). The sequence index of a ðkÞ-sequence S ! is defined as follows:
Example 2. To compute the sequence index of A ! C ! A, we will use the tail event set of A ! C to compute its density ratio with the event set A:E of event type A. Similarly, the density ratio densityRatioðA ! CÞ between event types A and C can be calculated as 2.08. Therefore, seqIndex ¼ minð1:25; 2:08Þ ¼ 1:25.
We say that a ðkÞ-sequence S ! is a significant spatiotemporal sequence if and only if seqIndexð S ! Þ ! , where is a user-given threshold (typically above 1). The problem of mining spatio-temporal sequential patterns is finding all significant spatio-temporal sequences.
Properties of the Density Ratio and Sequence Index
The density ratio for two event types f 1 and f 2 is close to 1 if f 1 and f 2 are independently distributed. A density ratio value significantly higher than 1 means positive influence (attracting), and a density value significantly less than 1 means negative influence (repelling). For a significant k-sequence S ! , although all of its subsequences in the form of S ! ½1 : i, where i 2 ½2; k are significant, there is no guarantee that other subsequences, for example, S ! ½2 : 3, are significant. The following example illustrates this property.
show that its subsequence C ! A has a smaller sequence index value and thus may not be significant, even if S ! is significant for some . In Example 2, we have shown that the seqIndexð S ! Þ ¼ 1:25. We know that among the six events of event type C, e 15 ! e 3 , and e 11 ! e 4 (this information can be found in Table 1 ). Now, Thus, for a sequence index threshold , where
index is not antimonotone and does not guarantee the downward closure property for the sequential patterns.
Lemma 2 (Weak Antimonotone). For a significant k-sequence S ! , all of its subsequences in the form of S ! ½1 : i, where i 2 ½2; k are significant (the weak antimonotone property).
Given the weak antimonotone property, although sequential pattern mining algorithms may still generate candidate ðk þ 1Þ-sequences from significant k-sequences by appending one more event type at the end of a significant k-sequence, algorithms utilizing the downward closure property of the sequences, in general, could not be used. For example, if we generate A ! B ! C only if A ! B and B ! C are significant, we may miss the significant sequence A ! B ! C when B ! C is not significant.
The density ratio may be interpreted using the relative density against the base density using spatial statistics and is similar to a spatial statistical measure called the cross-K function [17] . However, there are two important differences between the cross-K function and the sequence index. First, the sequence index can be applied to any sequence, whereas the cross-K function is only meaningful for (2)-sequences. Second, the sequence index measure is much more general than the cross-K function. It incorporates the time dimension by using the follow predicate. Other spatio-temporal predicates such as during may be defined using sequence index with suitable neighborhood functions for interval-based events to emulate more complex variance of spatio-temporal phenomena and their interactions.
Alternative Neighborhood Definition
Many applications require a dynamic neighborhood definition based on the time delay of two events. For example, in epidemiology, disease outbreak spreads spatially and diffuses when one moves away in time from the source event.
Thus, a more sensible way is to define the spatial neighborhood as a function of time delay. Let R be the maximal distance and T be the maximal time interval for two events to still be related. Then, for a given event e, its spatial neighborhood of e is a function f N of time delay, that is, NðeÞ ¼ fpjp 2 D^distanceðe:location; p:locationÞ f N ðp:time À e:timeÞ^ðp:time À e:timeÞ 2 ½0; T g. In the epidemiology example mentioned before, the required property of the spatio-temporal neighborhood function would be @ðf N ðp:timeÀe:timeÞÞ @ðp:timeÀe:timeÞ 0. This property states that with time passing by, e's spatial neighborhood stays constant or shrinks. For example, let e be a person identified with a contagious disease. Because of the mobility of the person at the early stage of the disease, many people in a large neighborhood may be affected. When time passes by, the mobility of the person decreases; thus, the potential impact region of the person decreases. When the derivative ratio is zero, f N ðp:time À e:timeÞ ¼ R is a constant function, and the distance remains R for all ðp:time À e:timeÞ 2 ½0; T . Furthermore, the spatio-temporal neighborhood requirements for different event types may be different. Our framework can be extended to address this heterogeneity issue by adding nonuniform neighborhood definitions for different event types. Users will be asked to give neighborhood functions between different event types. Fig. 2 , with the Sequence Index Set to 1
Patterns with sequence index underscored are terminal sequences. 
MINING SPATIO-TEMPORAL SEQUENTIAL PATTERNS
In this section, we propose a new algorithm called Slicing-STS-Miner for sequential pattern mining from large spatio-temporal event data sets. The proposed algorithm tackles the algorithmic design challenges by using the sequence index, which does not guarantee the downward closure property. We compare our proposed algorithm with an iterative pattern growth algorithm called STSMiner that utilizes the weak antimonotone property of the sequence index. We first introduce the pattern growth algorithm STS-Miner.
STS-Miner
STS-Miner starts off with an empty sequence and generates all possible candidate ðk þ 1Þ-sequences by attaching one more event type to a significant ðkÞ-sequence. For simplicity of presentation, we assume the spatial neighborhood of a euclidean distance less than R and a temporal interval T for the sequential patterns. Neighborhoods can be parameterized and passed to the algorithms and procedures for more complex definitions. A sequential pattern tree that compresses all the sequential patterns is maintained. Each node S ! of depth k (the root is of depth 0) in the pattern tree represents a sequential pattern of size k starting from the root. The children of a node S ! are the sequential patterns that can be constructed by attaching one more event type to S ! . The parent of S ! is S ! ½1 : k À 1. In addition to the event type S ! ½k, each node also maintains S ! 's tail event set together with its size, and the density ratio dr and join size between the event set of event type S ! ½k and the tail event set of S ! 's parent, that is, S ! ½1 : k À 1. If dr is below a userspecified sequence index threshold, then S ! is a terminal node, which means that S ! will not be further expanded. Fig. 3 shows a sequential pattern tree partially expanded for up to four levels by using the data given in Fig. 2 . The nodes that are not expanded and without a chicken foot attached are the terminal nodes for a sequential index threshold of 1.0. Among the three singleton sequential patterns A, B, and C, A's expansion to A ! A, A ! B, and A ! C are shown. A ! A is a terminal node, since its sequence index is 0. Then, A ! C's expansion is shown, followed by that of A ! C ! A. The details of the running trace are shown in Table 1 , where the full sequential pattern tree may be reconstructed.
To create such a sequential pattern tree, we will start with an initial tree with a null node linking to each event type, representing singleton sequential sequences. We call a recursive procedure depthF irstExpandðp; D; Þ in a depthfirst fashion for every singleton sequence p. For a node p and its tail event set p:tailEventSet, the procedure tries every event type in D to expand p. For each trial, it will compute the new density ratio and tail event set. The joinðE ! E 0 Þ function in the depthF irstExpandðp; D; Þ procedure uses a "follow join" to calculate the total pairs of an event in E 0 and an event of E that satisfies the follow predicate and returns this number. If the computed ratio is above the user-given threshold , a new node with the current event type is added as a child of p, and the newly created node is recursively expanded. Well-known algorithms, for example, plane sweep [18] , space partition [19] , and tree matching [20] may be used for the follow join in order to compute density ratios and tail event sets. We choose the plane sweep algorithm for STS-Miner due to its low overhead and simplicity. The tail event set will be cleared to save space after a node is fully expanded at the end. The details of the depth-first expansion procedure are shown as above. The procedure expandSequenceðp; f; eventSet; joinSize; ratioÞ; as shown in the following, creates a child for a node p if it does not have a child with the event type f yet. Otherwise, it updates the counters and arguments of the tail event set of the existing child.
expandSequenceðp; f ; tailEventSet; joinSize; ratioÞ p: a node representing a sequence that starts from the root of a pattern tree; f: an event type; eventSet: tail event set of p:tailEventSet ! f:EÞ; joinSize: joinSize of joinðp:tailEventSet ! f:EÞ; ratio: density ratio of joinðp:tailEventSet ! f:EÞ; 
Slicing-STS-Miner
When the spatio-temporal database is small and the mining process can be carried out in the main memory, the naive STS-Miner works fine. However, when a spatio-temporal data set is large and cannot be fit into the main memory, STS-Miner could be very expensive due to the excessive number of database scans.
In spatial databases, spatial partitioning is frequently used to process both pairwise and multiway spatial joins [18] , [19] , [21] . However, in spatio-temporal sequential pattern mining, an event sequence of a long spatiotemporal sequential pattern could spread across multiple spatial partitions and visit a partition more than once. For example, in Fig. 5a , an event sequence e 1 ! e 2 . . . ! e 18 is shown. When we partition the space spatially, we have three partitions: partition 1 , partition 2 , and partition 3 . Furthermore, we maintain a small overlapping area between consecutive partitions, for example, IS and ES in Fig. 5a , with their sizes decided by the spatial join predicate, to reclaim join results across arbitrary partition boundaries. The idea of spatial partitioning-based algorithms is that we can process partitions in some order, for example, partition 1 , partition 2 , and partition 3 , without revisiting the processed partitions. However, because the event sequence e 1 ! e 2 . . . ! e 18 extends from partition 1 to partition 2 to partition 3 and then back to partition 2 and, finally, to partition 1 , it is not possible to process the three spatial partitions in some order and discard each partition once processed.
However, we observe that unlike space, which can extend the neighborhood in both directions (for example, up and down, as shown in Fig. 5a ), time has a unidirectional property (for example, right direction, as shown in Fig. 5b ). This leads us to a temporal slicing-based algorithm, namely, the Slicing-STS-Miner, that deals with temporal slices in a piece-meal fashion and guarantees one database scan in the processing of the slices. The Slicing-STS-Miner algorithm has three phases: the hashing phase, the mining and merging phase, and the pruning phase. The hashing phase slices the database according to time and hashes events into slices. Then, we mine sequential patterns from each slice and, at the same time, merge with the patterns found in the previous slice through updating a common pattern tree. The last phase prunes the pattern tree by using the given sequence index threshold. The details of the algorithms are shown in Algorithm 1 as follows: In the hashing phase (line 1), we first divide the time dimension into overlapping slices. Every two consecutive slices overlap by T , where T is the given time interval for the follow relationship. We hash each event into slices by its time stamp. One event could be hashed into two slices if its time stamp is in the overlapping area of two slices. Fig. 5b shows a spatio-temporal space divided into three slices according to the time dimension. Events e 6 and e 7 are hashed into both slice 1 and slice 2 . Event e 17 is hashed into slice 2 and slice 3 . Events e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , and e 5 are hashed into slice 1 only. Events e 8 ; e 9 ; . . . ; e 16 are hashed into slice 2 only. Note that the hashing is based on the time stamps of the events only. We choose the length of the slices as large as possible, as long as we can process the events in one slice in the main memory.
In the mining and merging phase (lines 2-24), we process the slices in a time-increasing order while updating a single pattern tree similar to that shown in Fig. 3 . This is possible because of both the follow relationship's and time's unidirectional property, which guarantees that the event sequences extend along the time line and do not travel reversely. For the first slice (lines 4-8), we simply create the initial pattern tree consisting of all the singleton sequences.
When processing slices other than the first one, we face two challenges in the piece-meal processing: 1) Duplicate sequences in overlapping areas of two consecutive slices. In Fig. 5b , e 6 is of event type B, and e 7 is of event type C, as shown. e 6 ! e 7 will be counted as an event sequence for B ! C when processing slice slice 1 and, again, in processing slice slice 2 , resulting in a higher sequence index than the actual one. In fact, all event sequences that are located entirely in the overlapping areas of two overlapping slices will be over counted. 2) Sequences broken by boundaries of consecutive slices. In Fig. 5b , event sequences extending beyond the boundary of one slice will be lost. For example, event sequences e 5 ! e 6 . . . ! e 8 and e 1 ! e 2 . . . ! e 17 will not be found in a simple piece-meal processing fashion.
One way of addressing the duplicate and broken sequence problems is to keep track of all of the event sequences that visit the overlapping areas of two consecutive slices for duplication elimination and broken sequence recovery. However, this approach is not only space and time consuming but also involves complex sequence alignment process in order to identify all the sequences without introducing duplication. If we simply match the last event of an event sequence E ! with the first event of another event sequence E ! 0 to produce a longer sequence, we may generate the combined sequence multiple times. For example, in Fig. 5 , e 5 ! e 6 ! e 7 and e 5 ! e 6 are two events sequences that end up in the overlapping area of slice 1 and slice 2 after we process slice 1 . e 7 ! e 8 and e 6 ! e 7 ! e 8 are two events sequences after we process slice 2 . By simply matching the tails of the first two sequences and the heads of the second two sequences, we will generate e 5 ! e 6 ! e 7 ! e 8 twice.
Thus, we propose an algorithm based on the concept of crossing tail event set to handle both the duplicate-sequence and broken-sequence problems simultaneously without dealing with the demanding space overhead and the complicated duplicate elimination and sequence alignment problems.
Definition 8 (Crossing Tail Event Set).
An event e is called a crossing tail event of a ðkÞ-sequence S ! if 1) e 2 tail event setð S ! Þ, 2) e is located in the overlapping area of two consecutive slices slice i , slice iþ1 , and 3) when k > 1, 9e 0 2 tailEventSetð S ! ½1 : k À 1Þ such that e 0 is in slice i but is not located in the overlapping area and e 0 ! e. The set of all the crossing tail event of a ðkÞ-sequence S ! is called the crossing tail event set of S ! and is denoted by crossingT ailEventSetð S ! Þ. In Fig. 5b , e 6 is a crossing tail event of sequence patterns A ! B, A ! B, and A ! A ! A . . . ! B. Similarly, e 17 is a crossing tail event of sequence patterns A ! C, A ! A ! C, and A ! C ! C . . . ! C, among many others. However, e 7 is not a crossing tail event of any sequence in the figure, since it does not follow any event that is in slice 1 and is not located in the overlapping area. We propose a modified depth-first search procedure that keeps track of the nodes with crossing tail events and maintains them into a queue crossingQ. To solve the broken sequence problem, the modified depth-first search algorithm creates a queue of sequences that have at least one crossing tail event. The crossing event set is maintained within a sequence represented by a node in the pattern tree. In Fig. 6a , the shaded nodes of the pattern tree represent the sequences with a crossing tail event after processing slice slice 1 and are put into a queue crossingQ. To recover the broken sequences, the nodes with crossing tail event in q are expanded first by using the modified depth-first search algorithm on the next slice, for example, slice 2 . As a result, a new queue of sequences newCrossingQ that have at least one crossing tail event for the current slice will be created and to be passed to the next slice. Then, the whole pattern tree is updated using the modified depth-first search procedure and the current slice. The newCrossingQ may be extended further in the next slice. Fig. 7 shows a smaller sample data set and the states of the pattern tree after the Slicing-STS-Miner processes slice 1 and slice 2 . After we process the slice 1 , two nodes (shaded) have crossing tail events. Thus, these two nodes keep track of the crossing tail events. The tail event sets for other nodes will be empty, since they are not needed any more. Then, the two shaded nodes are expanded using events in slice 2 . Since there are no crossing events between slice 2 and the next slice, there are no shaded nodes in the pattern tree after this step. Then, the tree is updated using events in slice 2 . Again, there are no shaded nodes, since there are no nodes with crossing tail event(s).
Note that when we process a slice by using the modified depth-first search, we did not use the sequence index threshold, since we have to wait until we have processed all the slices and then do the pruning.
After we have processed all the slices, we have a pattern tree, where each pattern's sequence index could be easily calculated using the numbers associated with the nodes and branches. We prune the pattern tree by using the minimum sequence index threshold (line 26) of Algorithm 1.
Cost Analysis of the Proposed Algorithms
Lemma 3. Procedure depthF irstExpand is complete and correct and terminates in a finite number of iterations.
Lemma 4. Slicing-STS-Miner is complete and correct.
We omit the proofs of the above two lemmas due to space constraints.
We present the algebraic cost models of the algorithms on small data sets suitable for in-memory processing first, followed by the algebraic cost models of the algorithms on large data sets.
Cost Models for In-Memory Processing
For in-memory processing, the I/O costs are the same for all the algorithms and are equal to the costs of loading the data sets into the memory and writing out the results. In order to expand any subsequence S ! by one more event type f, we need to perform a spatio-temporal join of the tail event set of S ! with the event set of f. Letting the average size of an event set of an event type be F i , then the average size of a tail event set can be estimated by F i , where is a nonnegative number and is not larger than 1. When both the tail event sets and the event sets participating in the spatio-temporal join are ordered according to time, the cost of one plane-sweep-based join algorithm [18] is given as follows, assuming that each event is followed by a close-toconstant number of other events:
The tail event set of the expanded sequence, as a result of the plan sweep-based join, will be naturally ordered according to time after the join and is ready to be passed to the next expansion phase. Let p n be the number of maximal sequential patterns and p s be the mean length of the maximal sequential patterns. The total number of significant patterns can be estimated by Fig. 6 . Illustration of pattern trees from the last slice going through duplicate elimination/broken-event-sequence recovery and then update by the current slice. Nodes with crossing tail events are shaded. Fig. 7 . A sample data set to illustrate the pattern tree from the last slice going through duplicate elimination/broken event sequence recovery and then update by the current slice.
where is less than 1 to indicate the overlapping degree of the sequences.
To find all the significant sequences, at least N sig number of spatial joins need to be performed, assuming that the unsuccessful joins are proportional to the successful joins that produce significant sequences. The total cost for the STS-Miner can be estimated as
Even when all the data can be fit into the main memory, a full-blown pattern tree is generated first by using the sequence index threshold of 0 for the STS-Slicing-Miner. Then, the tree is pruned using the user-given sequence index threshold. The cost of STS-Slicing-Miner can be calculated similarly, except that the total number of patterns found by the algorithm before pruning can be larger than those found by STS-Miner. Furthermore, we need to include the cost of pruning the tree. The pruning cost can be estimated as the cost of traversing the final pattern tree:
where p 0 n ! p n , and p 0 s ! p s . In addition, the cost for STSSlicing-Miner is
Note that the hashing/slicing cost is not included, because the data set is small and can be treated as one slice and can be fit into memory.
Cost Models for Large Data Sets
For a large spatio-temporal data set, the assumption of being able to load the whole data set into the memory is generally false. Assuming, aside from maintaining, the sequence tree and performing basic operations of the algorithms, the system can load M events into the main memory, we now investigate the relationship between the memory size and the performance of the algorithms. For a data set D, the cost of the two algorithms now can be represented as
where cost loadD represents the cost of loading D into the main memory, and n ST SÀMiner =n ST SÀSlicingÀMiner denotes the number of times that STS-Miner/Slicing-STS-Miner loads the whole data set D into the main memory.
When the system can load in the events of one event type every time, that is, M $ F i , then n ST SÀMiner is the average number of times that an event type f participates in a pattern, since the whole event set for an event type f needs to be loaded every time a pattern is expanded to include f.
Because choosing the right slicing size and the total number of slices for Slicing-STS-Miner are very important, we provide the guidelines here. Let M be the memory size available and M p represent the estimated memory needed to maintain the pattern tree and perform basic operations such as joins. Then, the memory left for loading a data set will be M À M p . Let the size of each slice be s slice and the size of the overlapping area of two consecutive slices be s overlap . Then, s slice þ s overlap ¼ M À M p , and s slice ¼ M À M p À s overlap . Letting the size of the data set D be S D , data set D should be partitioned into n slice slices so that
Thus, we get n slice ¼ d . The data set D will be hashed first, resulting in one database scan for reading and 1 þ p increase database scan in writing. Then, the hashed data set will be loaded slice by slice and only once during the mining and merging phase, resulting in a 1 þ p increase database scan. In the pruning phase, no database scan is needed. The pattern tree is kept in the memory and is pruned only after all the slices are processed. In this case, Slicing-STS-Miner requires 3 þ 2 Â p increase database scans in total. Thus, we have the following:
Lemma 5. The number of times that Slicing-STS-Miner scans the database is 3 þ 2 Â s overlap
MÀMpÀsoverlap .
Then, when p increase is small, for example, 1 percent and s overlap 0:09 Â ðM À M p Þ, the duplication of the events in the overlapping area is negligible, resulting in three database scans.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS
We conducted an extensive performance study on both synthetic and real data sets. All the experiments are performed on a Pentium 4 3.2-GHz PC machine with 1-Gbyte main memory, running Fedora Linux. All algorithms are implemented using C++.
Results on Synthetic Data Sets
Synthetic data are generated using a data generator similar to the one by Agarwal and Srikant [22] , along with an extension to produce spatial and temporal data sets. The important parameters are explained in Table 2 .
We generate an average of N i event sequences for each sequential pattern and the same number of noise events as well. This will result in about
For the event sequence of a maximal sequential pattern, we choose from a set of maximal sequential pattern of size p n , with a probability described in the next paragraph. Then, we choose a spatio-temporal framework of size T Â D Â D, generate an event with a probability described in the next graph for each event type in the chosen maximal sequential pattern, and put it uniformly into the spatio-temporal neighborhood of the previous event in the event sequence (the first event is randomly put into the space). If the event generated is a random event, we choose an event type with equal probability from the event type set of size N f and put an event of that event type uniformly into the space.
The maximal potential sequential pattern set P is pregenerated as follows: A sequential pattern in P is generated by first choosing its size from a Poisson distribution with mean p s . Event types in the sequential pattern are chosen randomly. Each sequential pattern has a weight corresponding to the probability that this sequential pattern will be chosen. The weight is chosen from an exponential distribution, with the unit mean normalized by the sum of the weights. For each event type, there is a probability that an event will be generated. This probability is chosen from an exponentially distributed random variable, with the unit mean normalized by the maximal of the weights of each event type.
In our experiments, the space and time framework is set to 1; 200 Â 1; 000 Â 1; 000. When not specified, the maximal distance R is set to 10, and the maximal time interval T that two events could be related is set to 10. The number of event types N f participating in a pattern is set to 100. We use the notation P n 30:P s 5:N f 100:N i 10k:si0:1 to denote that the number of the maximal sequential patterns is 30, the mean size of the maximal sequential patterns is 5, the number of event types participating in a pattern is 100, the total number of events is 10,000, and the minimum sequence index threshold is 0.1.
We conducted two sets of experiments for each parameter: in-memory based and disk based. For in-memorybased experiments, the buffer size is set to the maximal so that all events can be loaded into the memory. For diskbased experiments, the buffer size is set to 10,000 events. As a result, we force the algorithms to read in up to 10,000 events each time. Buffer management is implemented in a circulararray fashion.
Effect of Sequence Index Thresholds
We fixed other parameters and varied the sequence index thresholds to investigate the effect of the sequence index thresholds on the two algorithms. Fig. 8 shows the performance of the two algorithms on a data set when the maximal sequential patterns ðp n Þ is 20 or 40, the mean size of the maximal sequential patterns ðp s Þ is 10 and 15, and the average number of event sequences of a pattern ðN i Þ is 100 or 200.
For in-memory experiments, as shown in Fig. 8a , STSMiner is two or three orders of magnitude faster than the STS-Slicing-Miner algorithm for large sequence indices (greater than 0.1). The closer the sequence index to 0, the closer the performance of the two algorithms. For the sequence index of 0, STS-Miner still performs two to three times better than STS-Slicing-Miner. This is expected, as STS-Slicing-Miner has to perform the extra work of connecting sequences across slicing boundaries.
For disk-based experiments, STS-Slicing-Miner is up to an order of magnitude faster than STS-Miner. The performance advantage decreases as the sequence index threshold increases. With the sequence index decreasing, the STSMiner runs slower, whereas the performance of the Slicing-STS-Miner remains the same. We will investigate the selection of slice size further in Section 4.1.5 shortly.
Effect of the Average Number of Event Sequences
for Each Pattern Fig. 9 shows the performance of the two algorithms with respect to the average number of event sequences. For the in-memory-based experiments, the number of maximal sequential patterns p n is 20, the mean size of the maximal sequential patterns p s is 10 or 15, and the sequence index threshold s i is 0.001. With the average number of event sequences for each pattern increasing, the runtime also increases for both algorithms. The performance of both algorithms are slightly super linear with respect to the average number of event sequences for each pattern. STSMiner outperforms STS-Slicing-Miner by a factor of around 4 for a pattern size of 15 and by a factor of around 3 for a pattern size of 10. STS-Miner is close to linear with respect to the total number of events, whereas STS-Slicing-Miner is slightly super linear with respect to the total number of events, as shown in Fig. 9 . This observation is consistent with the memory-based cost models, where the costs are linear with respect to p n .
For the disk-based experiments, STS-Slicing-Miner is linear (or slightly superlinear) with respect to both the average number of event sequences and the total number of events, which is consistent with the algebraic cost model. STS-Miner is exponential with respect to both the average number of event sequences and the total number of events. STS-Slicing-Miner is almost an order of magnitude faster than STS-Miner. This means that Slicing-STS-Miner is much more scalable than STS-Miner for large data sets with many events. Fig. 10 shows the performance of the algorithms with respect to the average pattern size. For the in-memorybased experiments, both algorithms are exponential. This is mainly due to the fact that the number of patterns found increases exponentially with respect to the average pattern size, as indicated in the algebraic cost model. The growth rate of STS-Slicing-Miner is much faster than that of STSMiner when the whole data set can fit into the memory.
Effect of the Average Pattern Size
For the disk-based experiments, STS-Slicing-Miner is close to linear with respect to both the pattern size and the total number of events for small maximal sequential patterns (for example, p n ¼ 20), whereas STS-Miner is exponential. STS-Slicing-Miner is up to an order of magnitude faster than the STS-Miner for large pattern sizes. Fig. 11 shows the performance of the algorithms with respect to the number of patterns in the data sets for both in-memory processing and disk-based processing. For the in-memory-based experiments, STS-Slicing-Miner is about two times slower than the STS-Miner algorithm, as shown in Fig. 11a , for various numbers of patterns. When it comes to limited memories, where the number of I/Os increases, STS-Slicing-Miner is an order of magnitude faster than STSMiner, as shown in Fig. 11b. Fig. 12a shows the performance of Slicing-STS-Miner, with the slice size increasing. For this data set, the maximal sequential pattern p n is 30, the mean size of the maximal sequential patterns p s is 5, the number of event types participating in a pattern N f is 60, the total number of events T i is 20,000, and the sequence index threshold s i is 1. Although the sequence index threshold is chosen to be 1, Slicing-STS-Miner is not sensitive to the sequence index threshold. The performance of Slicing-STS-Miner increases first monotonically before reaching the optimal and then decreases monotonically. The optimal slicing size is 1,000. The reason for the performance decrease for small slicing sizes is that when the data set is sliced into too small pieces, the overheads in handling interior and exterior sets eclipse the potential savings of reduced I/O. When the slicing size is too large, each slice may not fit into main memory, resulting in busy paging swap and, thus, horrendous performance.
Effect of the Number of Patterns
Effect of Slicing Size on Slicing-STS-Miner
Results on Real Data Sets
We conducted an experimental study by using a real-world climate data set [23] . The NASA Earth observation systems generate a large sequence of global snapshots of the Earth. The data includes the following climate variables:
1. NPP, 2. temperature, 3. precipitation, 4. solar radiation, and 5. evaporation. The NPP is the net photosynthetic accumulation of carbon by plants. Keeping track of the NPP is important, because it includes the food source of humans and all other organisms and, thus, sudden changes in the NPP of a region can have a direct impact on the regional ecology. An abnormal event is captured if its absolute value of the statistical normal test, which is typically by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation of the time series, is beyond two in this data set. For example, if the average temperature in January is 20F with a standard deviation of 2F in a location, the January with 10F is considered as abnormally cold, and the January with 30F is consider as abnormally warm in the same location.
The event types include high and low events for those five climate variables. There are roughly 67,000 spatial locations in the data, and monthly abnormally high and low events for those five climate variables were captured during the 1982 to 1993 time window at those locations. The data are in the format of longitude, latitude, time stamp, and event type. We applied our approach on this data set to mine sequential patterns from this spatio-temporal data set, and different sequence index thresholds were used in the study. The spatial neighborhood is chosen as R ¼ 5 half degrees, and the time interval is T ¼ 5 months. The main goal of this study is to identify some potential interesting patterns, which might reveal possible intrinsic relationships among climate variables and provide candidate hypotheses for further investigation by Earth scientists.
As shown in Fig. 12b , the performance of Slicing-STSMiner has slight fluctuations in the early part of the curve. The overall performance of the algorithm reaches its best when each slice contains approximately 15,000 events and, then, the performance decreases. The reasons are similar as explained in Section 4.1.5 and the algebraic cost model.
In the experimental results, we saw many self-correlated sequential patterns, for example, one low-temperature event type is followed by another low-temperature event type, and these kinds of patterns might be trivial and are thus not interesting for this application. After removing those selfcorrelated patterns, the patterns found are shown in Table 3 . The sequential pattern of a high-temperature event type followed by a high-evaporation event type consistently showed up when different sequence index thresholds were used. This pattern indicates that an abnormally higher temperature could possibly lead to abnormally higher evaporation. We also found that a low-evaporation event type is followed by a high-temperature event type, and even a longer chain of low evaporation, high temperature, and high evaporation is shown in the results. Those results are interesting, since they might indicate some potentially intrinsic interactions among low-evaporation, high-temperature, and high-evaporation climate events, which are subject to further investigations by our Earth science colleagues.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we formally defined the problem of mining spatio-temporal sequential patterns. We proposed a sequence index as the spatial significance measure for spatiotemporal sequences and established the statistical interpretation by using spatial statistics. We proposed two algorithms for sequential pattern mining on spatio-temporal data. The proposed algorithms tackled the algorithmic challenges by using the sequence index, which did not guarantee the downward closure property. We conducted extensive performance evaluations for the proposed algorithms, using both real and synthetic data sets. Further research may include studying the effects of using different variable spatial neighborhood and time intervals for one sequence instead of the constant neighborhood and time intervals that we have assumed here. Corporation. His research interests include search engine design, spatial and temporal databases, data mining, and geographic information retrieval. He is a member of the IEEE and the ACM.
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